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Fincincial :aid outpaces tuition

either afte~ the meetings, or to
by Nancy Fay
outside grants are decreased
Next year Lawrence will be the said ~usse, Lawrence may hav~ make appomtments to see him at
another time. Students unable to
m?st expensive ACM college. less gift money to distribute.
With the·$550 tuitiori hike, many.
At the present time, no - aid make the meeting in their own
students
. d residence section are encouraged
th
illare
f dnow wondering how· packag es have been de termme
ey w
m the extra money .. fo_r next year . Busse hopes new to attend one of the other
nec~ssary to return . President students will be notified of the1·r meetings.
Busse feels Lawrence has a
Thomas Smith stressed that
although the tuition is increasing aid shortly. Returning students, " more than fair" financial aid
next 'y ear, there will be a however, may have to wait until budget to work with next year "I
proportionate raise in financial . May . before notification . If think we are very fortunate· to
aid.
· · possible, ·· the aid department have an increase in financial aid
would like to wait until the out- gifts of 15 percent," he com])avid Busse, financial aid side grants are determined . mented "when our tuition in- ·
director, said that a $126 000 ;;o_therwise," Busse explained, . creasea by 12.5 percent. With that
aid packages will be compiled kind ~f money. available, I think
increase in financial aid 'expenditures for next year has been according to the best information we wt!! be able to help many
· approved. "While Lawrence's we have available to us at that students and still stay within our
budget." .
tuition has risen by 12.5 percent " time."
commented Busse, "the financi~
Presently, 46 percept of ' the
aid department is increasing total student body is receiving
available aid money by 15 per-' gift aid from Lawrence. This
cent.
figure does not include students
receiving aid elsewhere. During
· The S.llbstantial increase-- in
financial aid was _granted 'for the past several yealis, the
number of students given aid has
The .Bach Aria Group, under
reasons. other than the- rise in· increased
by the· one percent per
the direction of William H.
tuition. The increase is largely
year to 46 percent this year. Next
Scheide, will - present the third
, due to the- mQre . realistic year,
however, Busse projected
concert of the Artist · Series
evaluation of inflation and · about 5_2 percent of the freshman
tonight at 8 p.m., in the Chapel.
swelling school cost by the .class -will be on aid, while '49
The group will perform the arias
College Scholarship Services, percent ·of the total student body
and duets from the cantatas of
Busse explained. The s~rvice's Will receive financial help from . Johann
Sebastian Bach:
financial aid ,tables . analyze the University.
The Ba~h Aria Group is unique
student ability to pay with
because 1t not only places inrespect to income. The Analytic
Busse. feels that Lawrence is
strumental and vocal soloists on
Studies Committee evaluated the especially sensitive to students
equal footings, but because it has
tables, and recommended an with unusual circumstances. In
brought together nine individual
incre.asE:. in fina~cial aid for next cases of sudden unemployment,
musicians each of whom is wellyear.
disability or: death, Busse said,
known in his or her own field.
•
f
.
the University has been ' '. very
Despite the projecfed increase generous and accommodating" .
The ensemble includes flutist
Samuel Baron, ob-Oist Robert
in financial aid expenditures by For students whose families have
Bloom, bass-baritone Norman
the University, student aid several members in school,
Farrow,
cellist · Bernard
packets' for next year remain Lawrence has been able to offer
Greenhouse~ soprano Lorn~
unclear, because federal ands ta te ample gifts, loans and· jobs in
Haywood, •alto Lois Marshall,
funds an~ tied up in ·Congress. If compensation.
tenor Seth ·McCoy, violinist
the proposed increases in state
Next week Busse will be conCharles Treger and painist
funding are passe'<l by Congress,
Yehudi Wyner.
Lawrence' will be able to offer ducting meetings with students in
more students gift aid. Busse each dorm, as well as one in the
Bach's main work, in quantity
added, "With increased outside Quad., and another in the cof- and quality, is the music which he· ·
aid we can decrease our grant feehouse for commuters. The · _wrote for the se{Vices of the
support to . those students purpose of the meetings, acLutheran churches of Leipzig.
Although Bach never published
benefiting from it, although only cording to Busse, will be to relate
any of his cantatas, they are the
by about 50 percent of the in- general information about the
favorites of many · people, increase:" This extra money will financial aid situation, and to
questions
and-- cluding Albert Schweitzer who·
then be available to other entertain
Lawrence students. If the discussions on the subject. He wrote in his book on Bach, "In
comparison with the cantatas,
;- --legislation is defeated though, or encourages students with specific
personal
to him. everything else that Bach has
. problems to .,talk
. .-,

J.S. Bach

l3ach Aria p~rforms tonight

"Try this one on for size! "
.

\

done appears as hardly more
than a supplement."
The program. presented by the
Bach Aria Group is a relatively
unknown repertoire unique in its
vigor, melodic qualities and
variety. It will include several
groups of arias .and duets from
Bach's church cantatas as well as
the secular cantata "Der
zufriedengestellte Aeolus." The
second can ta.ta was composed for
the birthday ann_iversary of a

professor at Leipzig University in
1725.

Tickets are available at the box
office. Tickets are $4 and $3 for
students .
Remaining concerts in the 197576 Artist Series will present the .
Guarneri String Quartet , 27
February, and the Philharmonia
Virtuois of New York, comprised
of the principal players from the
New York Philharmonic,
23
April.

Planning task .force
approved by LUCC

was complete, but was ruled out
by Matt Brockmeier
,
of order since discussion on the
The questions of long-range
resolution was over.
planning and institutional racism
The second major resolutfon
were raised at Wednesday's
considered Wednesday was
LUCC meeting, with resolutions
introduced by Weiss . The aim of
on both sub)ects brought before
the resolution (the text of which
the council.
is reprinted on the letters page
The· first of · these resolutions,
along with an explanatory note
which was approved, was from
by Strike Racism) was to set up
the Ad Hoc -Committee on longan Office of Multicultural Affairs
range planning. It outlined the
at Lawrence. This resolution was
structure of the task force being
tabled until next Wednesday 's
.s et up to study the future of the
meeting, with instructions that
University in the wake of the
Weiss at that time supply ad'· controversy
over
faculty
ditional information on a similar
reductions .
Contained in· its recom- - ·program at Carleton College, and
on sources for funding for the
mendations were statements
Office.
citing the necessity of involving
During discussion of this
all segments of the Lawrence
resolution Weiss charged that
community, · of looking beyond
"there is not a shred of multifinancial considerations and of
culture here , therefore there is no
making long-range planning a
permanent feature at Lawrence. community." He continued by
Recom'menda tions made saying that "racism is clearly
concerning the task force 's destroying our liberal , and I use
duties were : to look at the that term very loosely ,
education. LUCC must begfa to
future of liberal arts colleges ,in
Americ'a, . to review
the .,act as an advocate for our
education."
University's offerings with an
Criticism of Weiss' resolution
eye to both improving weak
centered on several clauses
points and buttressing strong
charging the faculty and adones, and to search.for improved
ministration with making an
means of funding without placing
inadequate effort to create a
a greater burden on students
"multi-cultural community ,"
through rapidly increasing
and on the structure of the
tuition costs.
proposed Office. ·On the latter
Specifically, the task· force,
poiht, -Gregory Hughes, faculty
following the Committee's
representative, stated , "I didn't
recommendations, would be
frankly expect you to be such a·
composed of 21 members: six
pro-bureaucrat."
students, six faculty members,
When pressed on the question
three adm inis fra tors, three
of· the Office's structure, Weiss
alumni ·and three Trustees . The
said, "I don't know what are the
students would be chosen through
proper numbers (of employees ) .
LUCC's Committee on Com.. . The numbers are based upon
mittees, while the faculty
members would be elected by th-e a program at Carleton ." Weiss
also stated that the Office would
faculty. not be a cure-all, but was rather a
When this resolution was
"necessary" component in the
brought before LUCC, there was
no discussion whatever . The vote .creation of a "multi-cultural
community. "
on approving the resolution was
Bob Wermuth, '77, Trever Hall
almost unanimously in favor,
representative, said to Weiss of
with·Gary Weiss, '77, small house
the proposal, "I have a feeling
representative, casting the sole
that nobody really knows what
dissenting vote. Weiss attempted
you want."
'
~o explain his no vote -after voting

Black history week
To the Editors:

••

Sunday marks the sfart of
Black History Week. The
Association
of
African
Americans will be sponsoring
three programs to celebrate this
week.
Beginning Sunday , there will
be an exhibit on display at Seeley
G. Mudd Library. This exhibit
will consist of a collection of 16
prints created by various well
known black artists .
On Tuesday , Dr . Ausbra Ford
from Chicago State University
will be speaking at 7 :00 p.m . in
Worchester Art Center on the
" History of Afro-American Art' '.
Finally, there will be a film
shown Wednesday on the life of
Martin Luther King Jr ., entitled
"Montgomery to Memphis ." The
film will be shown a t 7 :30 p.m . in
Youngchild 161, anq admission is
50 cents with proceeds going to
the Black Scholarship Fund. The
public is urged to attend .
- SHARON WILLIAMS

Association of African
Americans

Food survey results
To the Editor:
The las t two food waste surveys .
conduc ted by the Student Acti vists on Food and Popula\ion
(SAFAP ) ha ve shown an increase in food waste over last

and both activities are listed in
This Week .
-PETER HOOVER

term . The tests were conducted
on
random
samples
by
separating and weighing only
edible food .
The first food survey , conducted at Downer on January 15,
indicated an average of 1.9
ounces per person wasted. This
figure was slightly higher than
the 1.8 ounces per person
measured last term . A second
food waste weigh-in on January
28 revealed a surprising jump in
wasted food , with 2.3 ounces per
person wasted .
.
Although some of the waste '
consisted of just small scraps ,
much of it was in large portions
that approached being comglete
meals .
·
The purpose of the surveys is
t~o-fold. First, SAF AP is trying
to determine if its " Stop Food
Was te" poster program has
affected food waste at Lawrence.
Posters are located in both
Downer and Colman . Second , and
more importantly , SAFAP 's
efforts are directed at encouraging students to cut down
on their food waste in the hope of
also lowering their board costs .
. Other activities offered by
SAFAP include weekly films at
Downer 's Green · Roo·m on
Monday from 5 to 6 pm, and
group meetings every other
Monday at 9 pm in the Coffeehouse . The film schedules are
available in the library and the
dorms. Meetings are open to all

The Lawrentian, which regularly has editorial staff
luncheons , would like to invite all interested Lawrentians
to lunch next week. If you h~ve any questions for us, any
comments on anything about us or are just curious, come
to the Blue Room in Downer_at 12: 30 pm, Monday.
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Strike Racism
resolution
.
To the Editors :
.
.
The members of Strike Racism
have ~rawn_ up th~ foll_owing
resolu~10~ with the_ mtent10n ~f
estabhshmg ~n Office of M~hCultural Affatrs. ~he. establishment of such a~ office 1~ ?nly one
of _the essenh~l cond1t10ns by
which a mult1-Cultural com munity _may be .est,a blished _and
J.'.1n exJst at L~wrence Umvers1ty. The resolution was al!th~red
by the group, and passed m fmal
form last Sunday. Out of the 22
Faculty_and Students present,· 17
voted _ m approval and three
abstained.
This petition will be presented
to the administration , faculty ,
LUCC, and most importantly now
the student body . It is important
that the student body comes to
fully understand the reasoning
and values behind this resolution .
Support for this resolution must
·come from the student body,
because it is in the students that
power rests . All arguments and
questions will be discussed at
Strike Racism's informational
Forum , · Tuesday , 2: 30 at
Riverview .
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, a mult\cultural
community is essential . for a
well-rounded liberal arts
education .
w HE RE As , La w r e-n c e
University claims to be a
liberal arts institution.
WHEREAS, the Lawrence
University ;idministration
made certain commitments for
the creation .of a multicultural
community_.. at Lawrence.
WHEREAS, the . Lawrence
University administration has
not' acted in accordance with
the minimum commitment
made by Presiclent Thomas
Smith April 17, 1972.
WHEREAS, an insufficient effort
is being made by the administration and the faculty of
Lawrence University for the
attainment of a multicultural
community.
WHEREAS, an Office, whose
specific purpose is to help the
University create and maintain
a social and academic ·
multicultural
community,
would be better motivated, and
coul.d · more efficiently and
intensively execute such a
multifaceted task than the
Lawrence University administration and faculty .
WHEREAS, the institution of
such an Office is imP.erative,
given the few , uncoofdinated ,
-and weakly committed efforts
of the Lawrence University
administration and faculty .
WHEREAS, the institution of
such an Office is imperative,
given the articWated goals of
this liberal arts institution .
THEREFORE,
BE
IT
RESOLVED, the establishment and continued maintenance of the Office of

=. . .

-.ui,,...

:--:':'

Gym use
To the Editors:
We would like to direct ·a
statement to the Athletic
Director, Ron Roberts , and the
Vice President for Business
Affairs, Marwin Wrolstad, asking·
for the support of the student
community and LUCC .
The gym was built as a
recreational facility for the
student community , and should
be used for that purpose . We
would like to ·see the gym open
until 11 pm on all weeknights, for
at least 10 hours on Saturday and
12 hours on Sunday·. We. have
talked with many people about
this, and know that they are all
disappointed with the hours which now exist.
Because the gym is open for
only three hours over the whole
weekend and four hours on
weeknights, it is hard to find a
free squash, racketball, or
basketball court. Many people,

although they very much want
go get some exercise, just don't
bother going out because of the
discburagingly tight hours. Is the
purpose of having the gym to
allow people to excercise when
they can and ·want, or not?
We believe, from observing the
attendants' daily activities, that
a student worker c.ould ' easily
handle the responsibilities of
watching over the facilities
Assuming that a student could b~
hired to attend for 40 extra hours
per week, at $2 per hour and 33
weeks per year (that includes all
through Finals weeks), the cost
comes to $2,640 per YEAR.
Considering -the budget of the
university, and the value of
providing the student community
with an open gymnasium, that's
not very· much money.
We believe ,t hat · a liberal
education _is a very fine thing, but
that an · mtegral part of that
education should be the opportunity to exercise and stay
healthy. A healthy body shapes a
healthy mind, and · exerciseshould be encouraged not
discot1raged.
·
We find the present system for
use of the gym di~appointing and
wasteful , and would like to see
the situation change. We believe
that the doors should be open
whenthegymismostlikelytoget
used ; at hight and on weekends
when students have few or no
classes . .
We hope that you respond
positively to our plea , and that
the gym can be opened for longer
hours, on _a permanent basis-;very soon. Please let us know of
any
problems
we
have
overlooked, and let us work
together for the health of the
entire student and faculty
community.
/
What good is the gym when its
doors are locked??
-W. LIGHTRAMSEY,JR.
:-BRIAN ~EUNIER

LUDC auditions ·to be held
indicated, "that depends on the
talent."
The auditions will be held in
Riverview Lounge from 779 pm on
the Monday ~rough Wednesday
following Winter Weekend. Any
dal.}cers, whether from Lawrence
or the Fox Valley area, are asked
to sign up.for an aud!tion time on
the list near the office of the
Student Activities Director in the
Union.
Ns for the series of dance
workshops, this week's will be the
.. The performance , to be last one. The warm-ups will -U~
presented late in April , will make jazz and modern' technique; the
use _of -different :dance · styles, combi!}ations will emphasis jazz,
rangmg from a takeoff on African although some classical mollern
dance to classical dance. The steps will also be- used. The
choreographers are hoping to end session will be in Riverv\ew
up with a troupe of eight males Lounge from 7:30-9:00 pm,
arid 12 fem'.11es,, but as Wolfe Wednesday:
The Lawrence University
Dance · Company (LUDC) is
-holding auditions from 16-18
February .for this year's dance
perform~nce. Individual
auditions , accor'ding · to John
Wblfe, '76, the Ditector of LUDC
are expected to last about fiftee~
minutes . During this time the
choreograpbers plan to try out .
steps from various dance styles
to determine the - dancers' versatility.

MultictJlttiral Affairs.

The OHice shall be
autonomously funded. The ·
budget- shall include funds for
the expressed purpose of
· staffing the .Office and for the
recruitment of minority faculty
and students.-The budget shall ·
include a nimimum of fifteen
thousand dollars for the employment of student-workers.
This money shall come from
the general work-study fund.
2.) The Office shall be staffed by
a minimum of three full-time
and one part-time non-student
workers. The three full-time
workers shall be a director, an
1. )

There will be no ·
Lawrentian next week
because of
Wintl?i- Weekend .

·91;oy yo~ b~k.

·. '.' ), --.<~~ .'.1'" : '

,t.,:.:~~-"j -· ~ :;...~~,.~1~,- j}, · J( ''l:i.......
~~
. --~ ~~~:' .'.l~.'~'.'~-~!i:l!l' - ' -~~~~~~~

assistant dir'ector ,. ang a
secretary. The part-time nonstudent worker ,shall be a
counselor-coordinator. There
shall be a · minimum of 25
student W?rkers .
3.) The Office shall b_e responsible for the recruitment of
minority -students and faculty ,
counseling all students desir:ing
the services of such an ~ffI~e,
formulation and coordination
of minority studies curri~ul.um
and affairs and other s1m1lar
activities which work to build
the conditions by which
multicultural unity may exist
at Lawrence University .
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
THAT the President and the
Faculty
of
Lawrence
University
accept
this
resolution as University policy
and establish. the said Office no
later than the end of first term
of the 1976-77 academic -year.
-On behalf of Strike Racism
DAVE EHRICH

LUCC amendments
. On Friday 20 February the student body and the
faculty will be asked to vote on two .amendments to the
LUCC co~stitution. The a!}le~dments must be approved
by t~o-th1rds-of those votmg m both groups before they
go mto effect. Each amendment will be voted · on
separately . . ·
.
Th~ proposed amendments are r .
·
Article 4, Section 4 of the LUCC constitution shall be
amended to read:
·
. , ~> Each member of the ' LUCC has 'one vote. The
Pres1d1:nt votes only in the event of a tie, · · · :,
Article 10 shall be amended to read:
¥ter. "presen~ to the Presidentn
·
.
SubJeCt ·to veto by the ' faculty ·through ·recaH actions! or by the st_udent body (by recall action
in 111811
meeting>. Two thirds of those voting in either group·Dllllt
approve." ·
·
·
.

or

of ·thThLeseUCC~endm~ts .wt:re approved by the full bdJIJ
beene .
· . at_1 he1r meeting on 28·January. 'Dley·W
~ ~vious .weeks meeting and were
•
... ..
eetings last term.. ·
.
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Today
Tuesday
5 - J;~l5 pm: Your last chance to
send t)lat special person a 5 :30 pm : A group of students will
meet for a dinner meeting in
carnation for Valentine's Day.
the small dining room at
Only 75c - sign up at Colman
Col!lla~ t_o discuss t)le ways of
and Downer. The flowers and
mamtammg quality education
messages will be delivered
at Lawrence. The focus of
Thursday to enjoy before
interest is the importance of a
Winter Weekend. A Co-op sale.
strong sociology department as
11omorrow
an integral part of a liberal arts
8 am - 5:30 pm : Ski trip to Rib
education. Anyone concerned
Mountain, Wausau . Escape the·
with the future of Lawrence is
Trivia. madness on the snowy
welcome, but those interested
slopes of Rib Mountain . Conin aspects of sociology are
tact Bob Brodsky, ext. 333, for
urged to join in the discussion .
more information. A Co-op
7:30 pm: Strike Racism is
outing.
holding an informational forum
2:30 pm: Slide liown Union Hill
on its recent resolution and
and then dive into the YMCA
other relevant issues. Faculty
. pool with the Children's Rec
and students will be giving
program. Meet in Plantz be
short presentations.
back for dinner.
Wednesday
,
Sunday
7:30 pm: Make a papier mache
11:00 am: A meeting in the
and _yarn mobile in Ormbsy
Downer Blue Room for , all
just for the fun of it. Advance
people working on, or inregistration with Jean Capper,
terested in working on
ext. 322, and 50 cents to cover
Women's Week.
materials is necessary. A Co-op
Monday
activity.
4: 30 pm: "Tools for Research in
Thursday
History: Some Conceptual and
Practical Considerations", a Afternoon: Van to Madison will
probably leave after classes
History Colloquium lecture by
end for Winter Weekend. A
Richard Working and · Harriet
good chance to do research in
Tippet, will be given in 201
the library, visit friends,
Stephenson. All are welcome.

stumble down St-ate Street. Meade, Feb. 8-12 from 7 :30-9:30
Watch for more information p.m . Sunday a physician will
sign ups will be with the Co-op- . lecture. A film and slides will also
LUCC secretaries in the Union. be shown. There is a five dollar
A Co-op service.
.
-registration fee.
SAT talk
5 :30 pm : Winter Weekend ski trip
Students are needed to talk to
to lndianhead and Powerhorn
leaves; returns s·a turday night. college-bound high school
Advance registration
is students about the verbal SAT:
required - $37 covers tran- the type of questions asked , how
sportation, lift tickets and to prepare for it, etc. Talks will
lodging. Downhill and cross be at Armstrong High School in
<;ountry runs available in the first two weeks of March. For
beautiful Upper Michigan. A more information contact Mr.
Co-op outing.
Dale by Feb. 10.
Sage rep results
Tuesday 17 February
An election was held on
8 : 15 pm: Martin Best, The Art of
the Troubadour. Song/ with February 2 for Sage Hall
lute and · guitar. UWGB. representative. The winner of.the
election was Eric Pacht with 30 of
Student tickets are $2.
the 54 votes cast. Marc Weinberger and Mike Cagan received
General Announcements
14 and 10 votes respectively .
Campaign
workers
Food.films
Lawrence students who would
The Students Activists on Food
like to meet Appleton's mayor, and Population· will present a
James Sutherland, and are in- series of films which portray the
terested in working .in his cam- problems of hunger in various
paign for reelection, please countries. Each will be shown
contact Robert Rosenberg, three times: 5 pm, 5:30 pm, and 6
Youngchild 87, Ext. 457, or at pm in the -Green ·Room. The f.irst
home, 739-0289.
·
is Monday Feb. 9. No charge.
Smoker's clinic
Brazilian missionary
A clinic for smokers who wish
Mr . Fred Morris, former
to quit will be held at Appleton missionary in Brazil will be on
Memorial Hospital, 1818 N. campus Monday, 16 February.

He wilJ speak to Mr. Hah's
political modernization class at
9 :50 about his work , his recent
imprisonment in Brazil and the
Brazilian political system . He
will then speak at a Gold-room
luncheon beginning at 11 :45 am.
All students are welcome .
Tickets for the luncheon are
being sold for 85 cents. Call Jim
Deming , ext. 312 for more information.
Susan B. Anthony day
The Fox Cities Chapter of the
National Organization for
Women (N.O .W.) will celebrate
Susan B. Anthony's birthday with
a luncheon and dramatic
presentations at the House of
Miracles Restaurant in Menasha
on 14 February. For more information or to make reservations contact Rachel France at
731-6908 between 9:00 and 4:00
Monday - Thursday . The cost of
the luncheon is $3.00

Lost: A slide rule with a brown
leather cover . Wayne Saunders
was attached to the slide rule. A
substantial reward is offered for
its return. can· 739-0700.

Dream actually seemed tangible. Rio during the fiesta . In New abundance of expressionistic surprising film which more than
' The Twenties by Edmund Wilson ,
The work has only one defect
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 557 which even Wilson himself ad- York City·, Vicky-Edie finds elements. The clash between plot qualifies for the rubric classic. ·
herself atop the Empire, State and scenery parallels the tumult Almost as equally surprising; the
pages, $10.00 .
mitted. His. advice to the reader· · Building iii the grip of.King Kong. which results when Dr. Caligari International Film Series will
As a part of the' American past, is that "he skip any verse that he Staring at Kong, Midler does a and his sooth-saying, som- also show Orson Well 's first film the twenties have always been sees coming." My advice is the double- take . and ,gasps 04t, nanbulistic companion .arrive fo Hearts.. of Ages.
,
;.. .
-DAVID GUZIK
looked upon as a magic age filled same. With the exception of that, .-."Nicky 'Arnstein,, Nicky Arh- ari old German . Village . The
with perpetual motion machine the work is flawless.
stein," then gyrates into "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari is a
images of turbulence and tran-DARINKA DIMITRIJEVIC Lullaby .of, Bro3:dw~y".."' , .' t
sition The writers of the era
The second half · opens with
themselves presented this view
Bette's
impersonation
of
/
11).ingled with · a yearning and
Nanette, a broken-down , but
searching for the ungraspable,
lovable lush . Stumbling through
which in turn was tempered with
life Nanette bemoans· "condition
an- attempt to maintain some
h~aine" with her pathetic, yet
· equa1ly illusive form of nortouching, renditions of "Drinking
. mality . In this personal journal of
Again", and J.ohn Prine's "Hello
David Busse, Director of Financial Aid, will be con. the ·twenties, Wilson hims~lf
In There" (Margi liked this one).
- creates the same images which
ducting meetings during the week regarding "Financial
After Nanette, Bette gave the
so dominated literature of the
Aid Information." The meetings are being held in ·
audience "the smut they paid
time and presents them in an
specific locations, primarily in living units. All students
for." With a swagger in her voice,
almost lyrical, impressionistic
Bette related four ribald, lewd
are welcome to attend one of the meetings at a time
manner: ' . .
Sophie Tucker "jokes."
convenient to them . The times and places of the meetings
These musings run the gam~t
are as follows :
Transcending the vulgarity,
'of expressionism . ·At time~ he is
Bette Midler in Chicago
Midler finished the show as her
, deeply introverted, while ~t
Editors Note:
"sincere" self, with a slow,
Monday 9 February
others he spares no graphic
This review was originally to heartfelt version of "Strangers in
6: 30 pm Brokaw Hall meeting held at Colman
emotionalism or simply suehave been published in the last the Night." This sincerity was
Lounge
cumbs to the desire to create
edition of The Lawrentian.
short-lived, as Midler reverted to
9: 30 pm Colman Hall meeting held at Colman Lounge
pastoral art out of !he cities a~d
.
her belchy sarcasm in her enthe visions of America. He easily
"Most of you thought I was m cor:e , singing her theme song,
_Tuesday 10 February_ .
presents the faded world of the the hospital having an ap- "Friends", with . her . head
- 6:30' pm Kohler Hall ·meeting held at .Kohler Lounge
New York-East Coast syndro1:1e pendectomy," chortled Bette · s'ticking out of a cheesy statue of
9.:30 ·. pm Ormsby Hall meeting held at Ormsby
and contrasts that worl~ wi!h ,.., Midler in mid-strut, "but actually Liberty cut-out. Thus enrapthat of the fresh land of Cahf~rma I was donating my tits to Cher." turing the audience , Midler
Lounge
which at that time was relatively
This comment , Midler's proves that the combination of
free of the overbearing golden
Wednesday 11 February
opening
remark, set the pace for her schizoid personality, artistry,
glow which Hollyw..~od imposed
showmanship,
and
just
plain
4: 14 pm Commuters meeting held at the Union
upon the world: The West Coast her three-hour show last weekend chutzpah have made her. the star
Coffee House
in
Chicago,
entitled
"Songs
for
becomes an object for hope - a
she is; a gem in a sea of
6:30 pm Plantz .Hall meeting held at Plantz Lounge
moment of brightness and the New Depression." Circl_e~ by rhinestones .
9:30 pm Sage Hall meeting heldatSage Lounge
an
orchestra
of
eleven
mus1c1ans
happiness in Wilson's li(e whi~h
-MARGI BRIGGS.
JOHN RANCK,
had previously been enveloped 1~ and the Harlettes, three female
Thursday 12 February
-MARK BERRY &
the cloak of chic Eastern ennu1. back-up vocalisJs, Midler has
come out of a year's retirement
6:30 pm Trever Hall meeting held at Trever Lounge
-PAUL UHRIG
Though \\'._ils·on died before the
and is in the midst of a successful
9:3.
0 pm-Fraternity Houses meeting held at the Dell
_final editing had been completed,
national comeback tour. To a
House
the journals are reproduced
sold-out crowd she performed
with almost the same amount of
numbers from her first two The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari: skill and eloquence that Wil~on
albums including " Do Yo1,1 Want
This Monday night, the Inmight have used . Havmg
to Da~ce?", "In the ~?od", ternational Film Series . will
previously ·worked _ closely
"Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy , and present a landmark in cinema
together, Leon Edel 1s a com- "Delta Dawn" . These song~ are history : The Cabinet of Dr.
petent figure to complete the all characteristic of Mtdler Caligari. This German film of
monumental . task. As Wilson camp , the "DivinE: Miss· M ." .
1920 vjntage has often been
WINTER TE;RM 1JH6 EXAM SGHEDULE
referred · to . as ·.the. foremost
' wrote to his publisher _~hortly .
. '·
·.,:,
Howevei, Bette's . rewer example . of ·: ·e:Xp.ressionistiC·
after the work ·was begun·, the
.>weti~e~day , ·1-1 ·Ni~~ch· · ·~ : , ..
images are parodies , of her ol?, cinema. The . C.aj>in.!'\. - of Dr:.:
notebooks "ought to be made as
10:00''IT
tacky.
.
satin
cand-~ame
percaiiga~i-presents
a
magnetic
·plot:
·
s: 30 am '. · - ·· · ·
readable··as possible." Th'is too.
Prov mg
her which exceeds any possible·
9:50MWF
1:30pm'
has b~en admira-bly ac- sonality ·
schizophrenia, · Midler .Portray~ hok1ness resulting from the
Thursday 18 March
complished.
the characters of Vicky_-Edie, characterisqc .theatr -i(al.
12:30 TI
·
8:30am
·. The w~tk. itseU, t)len, emerges Nanette, anddihe ~ ow~ ;~~;: technigues of silent moving
·. 11 :lOMWF
ail a tribute to the man and- the
1:30pm
self. Vicky-E e 1IVl:5 m
· ictures.
·
cauchemars, stuck m a second- p
. . . .
era. This occurs not only in terms
Friday 19 March
The bizarr1:, express1omst~c
2:30'IT
of the discussion from , a · rate· riight-clqb act "not of her
8:30am
own
design·
'and
with
peo_
p
le
sets
put
an
eene
accent
upon
thts
,
psychological and · so<;iological
l:30MWF
1:30pm
point of view,. but from a ·whom she loathes :'.'.·__ Bul~mg pioneer o_f psy<;h~ama and -,.
Saturday 20 March
through her' silver ·lame; Vicky-,, horro,r films. · 1t 1~ almost ,
philosophical vantage as well.
. 8.:~0MWF
..,v,. ,•. 8:®·am . : ,.7 .....-·." '·
)J'be Twenties is a book of con- Ed" giJve a revue of her round- . µnbehevable that a fdm .based
2:50MWF
1:30pm
·~ rid affa1r'li~· -'niusically upow·mediev,tl·mystia&m can be
summate skill. and provides a ·
catchini{ the clap in presented amidst such . an
more deeply personal insight. into,
an era when the Amer1c~n
0

Financial aid meetings

~!!"!':rn~
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·Winter · Carnival /-captivates
by Jody Feldman

.Photo by Nancy Gazzola

Lawrence's olympic hopes sled for a gold.

The first annual Winter Carnival was a splendid show of
warmth , cheer , energy , and even
silliness . For those who participated, it was a delightful
event.
It began with a poetry reading
on Friday evening around the
fireplace in Russell Sage Hall.
When the buzz of chattering
poetry fans had died and the jazz
from the piano had whispered a
final chord , attention was
directed front and center.
Scholars recited poems of•
Canadian winters and of ladies
long dead, of ghost stories and of
the afterlife .
Saturday morning began with a
treasure hunt, sponsored by the
promoters of all treasure hunts,
the Career Center. For the three
participating teams it was a mad
rush against each other scampering to the four corners of the
campus to find the final clue.
The Ormsby and Colman teams
were· valiant in their efforts, but
were no match for-the Slavs from
East House . It took the winners
only 40 minufes to find all eight
clues . Included were such
beauties as "Augustus, is the
mail in yet? " (Trever desk) and ·
"Something's cooking in the
Ivory Tower. Smells like cookies.
Isn't it base?" (Kohler basement
kitchen).
For their efforts East House~
won 20 pizzas and a half-keg of ·
beer. But it was too much for
them. By late in the afternoon

By popular demand The Lawrentian is printing Ms.
Pillinger's hearty brew:
DEAN PILLING ER'S WINTER CARNIVAL GLOGG*
I gallon Burgundy
C lemon juice
2 C sugar
2 t allspice
8 cinnamon sticks
1; 2

Stir, simmer, and glow.
Yield : 36 4 oz. servings
'.!'- with hearty credits and appreciation to the Families
West and Lauter

there were still six pizzas left.
The half-keg of beer was never
delivered.
.
The building of snow sculptures
went on most ot the day. The
theme was "Tropics," though the
weather was far from balmy
after the lumber, nails, hammers
and chicken wire J:lad been put
away, and the final bits of ice and
snow artistically placed, -the
landscape between Ormsby and
tlie ska ting.· rink had been
curiously al,tered. Sage's Turtle
took the prize for theme, Or,msby 's Mermaid took the priz~ for
detail, and Winnie the Pooh took
the prize for creativity,.
There were figure -skating
lessons and .demonstrations both
morning and afternoon . And
fresh maple syrup candy was
available in front of the Union;
the hot syrup was poured on.tg the
snow to harden it ipto a rather
sticky confection.
.
There was also music from the
library come lunch time. Four
hearty souls climbed ' onto the
second floor ledge (accessjble
only through_ a window) and
played chamber rpusic for brass
quartet to an· appreciative
audience below. The music was
delightful, though the instruments did not funct~n well in
the cold. The chill wind eventually got the ' best ·of both the
french horn and the french horn
player.
.
Sfeddi~g on Union Hill was. a
favorite event ·for aU those
anxious for ·chills, 'spills ·· and
daring-do. · Actually, there was
. more cardboard and plast~c in
use on the hill than there were
sleds. And later in the day a lew
skiers-could be seen. Channel !1
television from Green'Bay filmed
much of the Union Hill activity
.. for their evening news later that
· same night.
. ,
·· · -·
The Union _was the · center._for
the indoor activities:•The-decor of"
the Viking Room was <;i:>mplete
with snow flakes and ski posters;
Riverview -was decorated with.
. children's art on the theme of
winter. Some people sat ~rolllld
· the blazing fires just to get warm, some to dry t_heir mitten!,!, and ··
some to roast the marShmallows

-P laza·· .·

;-

Barb.e r-Shop Main Floor_Zuelke Building

103 W. College Ave.
7346300

8a~y'~
·a-Izza

The teaching job market gets tighter with each passing year. Those
who get the jobs will be those who have prepared best for what they
will encounter in the job market.
Find out the details about how to look for a teaching job, and the
teacher placement services available at the Career Center by attending a special program :
· -

~arl~I"9

THE TEACHING JOB HUNT
SundayNight, 7:30 p.m.
Youngchild Hall

P .S.: If you haven 't picked up your SENIOR PACKET at the Career
Center do so soon!

East

Formerly known as THE MARK
Ne~t to Brokaw on College Ave.

',

... offering ...
.

~

..

~

·

~-d !:=!!:ghts ~
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awrence com(!lunity
The lobby of Ormsby was the
place to retreat after all this outof-doors
excitement.
Hot
chocolate and a delicious array of
donuts ~ere served to all hungry
and thirsty Winter Carnival
enthusiasts.
The colorful crepe streamers
strung in fr?nt of the library
marke_d the _site of the childr«;n's
olymp1cs. Ribbons were awarded
· ··
lo winners in each age division .
Photo by Nancy Gazzola
Events included the Jong jum
THE SEELEY G. MUDD MEMORIAL BAND blows hot on a
wheelbarrow race , snowba)i cold d_a-'~~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

·

•

Photo by Nancy Gazzola

CAROL SNOOK plays touchy-feely with Ormsby's mermaid.

donated by Circle K : Downstairs
in the-Viking Room a rinky-tink
piano sounded out ragtime and
New Orleans jazz, and soon an
eight-piece ensemble from the
Conservatory joined·in the music
making.
1:!ie smiling ladies from the
.Grill - relocated in the Viking
Room, · serving homemade chili,
brats, hot beef, hot apple cider
and their usual brand of fin~
coffee-. The girls from Delta
Gamma sold cheese and crackers
to ac~ompany the beer sold at the
Viking Room bar. Mortar Board
went the Scandinavian route
selling powdery rosettes and
cream-filled kruinkaka . There
was SP.icy burgundy wine to be
had at the Art Center, only a few
yards away.
·
In the Coffeehouse there were
displays of outdoor sports
equipment : tents , backpacks,
skis, snow shoes, and all the
paraphenalia needed . for . those
winter activities. There were
experts on hand to answer all
_ques.tions, and movies to watch
concerning nordic, downhill and
trick skiing. The photography
made the films especially enjoyable.
'
· The cross country skiing race
was for those more interested in
doing than watching . The eleven
entrants split into two divisions lo
reduce crowding on the course.
The winners in both divisions
finished the race in under 30
minutes; Dave McClougen and
John Dunken took one and two in
the first division, with Jon
Champaign and Folk Arbin
taking the same in the second.
There were two broomball
games that afternoon; Ormsby
was shut out by Trever, and the
Sig Eps edged the Delts. The Sig
El>l$ were tough on the Delt goalie
during the first half of the game,
scoring twice. But the action was
subsequently redirected as the

Delts scored in the first minutes
of the second half. Both teams
s_cored once more, making the
fmal score 3-2. Much of the game
:,vas, as.usual, played in .the snow
mstead of on the ice, and the
game was complete with a fight
near the Sig Ep goal.
.
The tug-of-war gave other
factions on campus a· chance to
even their scores ; it did not take
long for · the winners to surface.
Main Hall overtook Science Hall
in the first tug. Science Hall then
regained some face by felling the
Conservatory. And Main Hall
proceeded to drop the Conservatory, just to be sure. Due to
a dearth of participants ,
however, there was no meeting of
the faculty and students or
faculty and administration .

~~~~:~ngt~i~~:~t·a!~gl~hi;ia:~:t
maze race. The awards
ceremony was complete with an
olympic torch.
There was a special dinner at
Downer for Winter Carnival:
crepes with seafood newburg or
creamed turkey for the entree
and crepes with ice cream and
six choices ~f toppings for
dessert.
The danee that evening
culminated Winter Carnival
activities for 1976. It was a truly
elegant performance. The 10piece Jay Wells Band played the
music of another era from
waltzes ·and Lyonel H~mpton
tunes to "Blue Spanish Eyes"
and selections from "Cabaret."
The band, dressed .in red blazers
and bow ties , played to an
audience dressed· in ruffles and
tuxedos . Most impressive,
however , was the finesse
displayed by the Lawrentians on
the dance floor . This generation
still knows how to waltz, rumba ,
and fox trot, and the energy so
displayed was enough to steam
the windows of Riverview
Lounge.

The Lady's and Men's Room Salon
225 E. College Ave., 734-0707
Come on over when you need a cut. We specialize in good
hair shapings .

Recycling· proiect
planned
J
A group of Lawrence students
have announced tentative plans
for a paper recycling program on
campus. In an intervlew with The
Lawrentian , Dave Ehrich , '79,
s~·ct that " we all talk about
ecology, but nobody has -done
an ·:thing about it. "
\Vhat -Ehrich, along with Al
Medak , '79, and Tom Smayda,
'79, propose to do about it is to
collect all paper waste (with the
exceptions of paper towels ,
photocopies and magazines )
from around the school and have
it recycled. The Menasha Corporation of Menasha has agreed
lo take the paper, which will then
be made into cardboard.
The University is also lending
its support to the fledgling
project, helping students find
space .for the paper before it is
sent out and providing publicity.

But the backbone of the project
will be volunteer student help.
Ehrich stated that "the big thing
will be co-operation .. . its got to
become accepted as a normal
thing ." Students will be
responsible for moving the paper
from the collection boxes
(located in each dormitory
hallway and lobby , as well as in
various offices ) to centralized
collection points in the dorms and
finally to a semi-trailer left by the
Menasha Corporation for paper
pick-up .
The location of the semi-trailer ,
which can be used by area
residents as well , will be announced at a later date . In the
interim , all students interested in
volunteering to work on the
recycling program should contact Ehrich at ext . 324, or either
Medak or Smayda at ext. 343.

gooooooooooooooooooooouooooooooooooQooooooooo]
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PIPE SHOP
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Custom Tobaccos, Pipes,
Accessories, Magazines
304 E. College Ave., 734-2821
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" A good shaping gives you more free time"
COMPETITION AWARD WINNERS

'~DEST SELLERS''

c:::J

CONll\''S
" uome tor curtosilg seekers and Scholars

1. HELTER SKELTER, $1.95
Vincent Bogliosi & Curt Centry

2. CENTENNIAL. $2.75.
James A. Michner
:l . EAGLE IN THE SKY ,$1.95
Wilbur Smith
4. THE TOTAL WOMAN, $1.95
Marbel Morgan
5. ASPEN , $1.95, Burt Hirschfeld
6. A COLD WILD WIND. $1 . 75, France Casey Kerns
7. PHOENIX ISLAND. $1.95, Charlotte Paul
s. LADY, $1.95, Thomas Tyron
9. ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL, U.95, James Herriot.
10. ERIC, $1.95, Doris Lupd.
.-
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SIMON SHUSTER, the shyster lawyer (row 38 on the window) and the 6 Trivia Masters oi;i
TWA's milk run commuter flight to Biro Bidjhan .

ANTI-BASIMISIT junta in pagan Riverview clebration.

Trivia reigns eternal; madness starts today
Respectfully submitted by
Aloys ius B. Neru from the
Rhumba Room of The Caribbean
Hotel
Yes , it's TRIVIA time again .
Tonight at 10: oo TRIVIA '76 will
kick off this year 's tribute to the
tuna with the faithless backing of
that deep sea delight- Stan Cola.
Broadcasting with the power of a
30 watt light bulb, WLFM will
present 50 hours of lethargic lafs
with an all-talking, all-singing ,
and all-dancing chorus of
frivolous madcappers , stupendous brainbusters, and bourgeois
decadence.
After a revolutionary struggle,
in which the indentured serf

population of the greater
Milwaukee area played rio
significant part, Ali-Ak Basim
and their right underhanded
leftist deviators were purged
from t~e sonic system..
Partisan and Salvation Army
Bands chased the Capitalist
utopian bird-dog pig fire-eaters to
a grotto on the outskirts of West
Beaver Dam , where they were
con~umed _by carn:iel ~orn and ·a
desire to be home m time for the
series . ~ ' vi~tory for social
conversatio!1ahsts every~here.
The new ~unta h~s promised a
classless, if a httle gauche,
TRIVIA contest, retaining the
earlier framework of Jeopardy

.
.
.
.
and m11:idiess msanity while
ren~uncmg the cult of the
cauliflower, and have banned the
use of the word "Smorgasbord"
throughout the 50-hour contest.
The . exting.uished Dr . ?f
Pomology, Sph1It Knockers, this
year's Grand TRIVIA Master
~nd head of the Anti-Ba~imist
Junta , describes the underlying
philosophy of this year's contest,
"L.ife is lilte .a bq~l of ~herries;
all you have to do 1s spit out the
pits. The~efore, the sun is like a
grapef~wt, soft to ~he touch, but
good ~1th sug~~ on it. You get my
meanmg . . .
·
A sordid bunch of rugose clones
makes up the rest of the vie-

Trivia

TRIVIA CODE

The TRIVIA Credo : TRIVIA is meant to be entertainment and should be perceived
solely in that light. Conduct contrary to this governing Credo will be regarded as an infraction of the rules .
·
2. Decisions made by the TRIVIA Masters, the Station Manager or Statiop Engineer
are FINAL.
3. When a team calls to answer a question, they will be allowed two chances to give the
correct answer, except in Jeopardy sessions (see Jeopardy By-laws) .
4. Cheating is forbidden . Any team caught cheating will be penalized by zeroing its
point total. Cheating is defined as :
a ) interfering with the ability of another team or individual to participate in the
contest ;
·
b) utilizing facilities not normally available for use at the ·expense of other contestants ;
1
c) obtaining answers from anyone on the WLFM or TRIVIA staffs·
d) competing in the contest under more than one team name;
'
e) violati<m of the Telephone or Jeopardy By-laws ;
f) prostitution of the TRIVIA Credo. ·
·
\
g) Stealing STAN-COLA from the WLF.¥ studios is not cheating· it is welcome to
those who can take it.
'
1.

.

.

Telephone By-laws

1. No partial credit will be given for multiple-part answers.

2. Absolutely no cross phone-dialing will be tolerated. Teams will be assigned to either
the _on-campus or off-campus categories; no team can use WLFM phone numbers
available to teams of the opposite category.
. 3. Blocki~g the phone lines by any method will be regarded as cheating; the contest
will stop until the problem is cleared.
.

Jeopardy

_1. ~ maximum i:iumber of points per question will be announced by the DJ at the .

begmmng of the sess10n. !'lo team can v._:ager more than t~i!\ figure o~ any questi,on.
.
2. To answe~ a question, the ~~;~1,1st:c.alr..the·statron..and IMMEDIATEI,,Y identify
its team name, its code name, and .pomt wager. Only then will an answer (and only one
answer ) be accepted. A caller not following this format will be cut off. ,
. 3. A team may lose _m<;>re than one wager per question but may not gain mbre than one
pomt wager per question .
·,
4. _Any team using another team's code name is cheating and
be pei'ialized appropriately. In general, the secrecy of the code names insures that members of TRIVIA
teams ca~not wager and therefore ~ose points for an opposing team.
.
Most important<;>~ these rules m t~e TRIVIA Credo; it states that TRIVIA is all for
fun . ~ecause TRIVIA 1s merely entertamment, cheating \\'.ill be dealt with severely since
nothmg ~an b_e lost (save sleep) by TRIVIA players. So beware because St Tuch~ ·.
ready with his tree sap.
'
·
, us 1s

will

torious junta. Before his surprise
immolation at a Dodgers' game
(they won 6-9) , shyster lawyer,
Simon Schuster revealed their
identities - which he had
discerned from a top-secret film
clip: later shown as the in-flight
movie on TWA's milkrun communter flight to ·Bair Bidjhan.
The list . reads · like an· In- .
ternational Brotherhood of
Canasta Players' Who's Who.
First is. Wolfgang Q. F_awz,.
known bookbinder and suspected
TV Ford man. Second, Izzy Itskowitz, one-time pin boy and
now Chicago's biggest fire
hydrant. Third Saxo Grammaticas who ' danced with
Rudolph 'Nureyev several times ,
but was r,efused a date. Fourth,
rootless cosmopolitan, Luteus T.
Pinecone, known as " hairless
Harry" to his mom. The fifth and
final man is Raoul Mendez,
professional psychotic and partowner in an unsuccessful chain
of soft ice cream stands called
Dairy Oaf. This mob should pose
a formidable challenge to anyone
attempting to stitch them
together.
This year's questions should
prove as tough as Swiss steak,
and none of last year's questions
will be repeated (while anyone is
listening). Cheating on the scale
of last year's free-for-all will not
be
tolerated .
Especially
despicable was the scandal
(reprinted from the 1948 Mazda
Owner Warrantee Part IVTransmission Belts) where 16 of
the 24 TRIVIA masters on the
Supreme Council of Seven were
found reading the answers to
their own questions . Shame on
them- that's why they have been
doomed to a Hades where eternity is an exact fare bus and all
they have is a 5-dollar bill. Hail
TRIVIA, AMEN Brothers!

S

A Few Notes By This·
Year's Masters ··-

Giving
TRIVIA
players
spiritual advice this year will be
St. Tuchulus, the Jewish. patron
Sairit of Christmas. He will be
available for consultation· and
abuse (as will all the Masters) .on
ooth TRIVIA lines: ON CAMPUS
602 & 627 - OFF CAMPUS 7319227. Please don 't call the swit·chboai-d, ·or St. Tuchulus will 'see
that your ears a1'! filled "Ytth
tree sap.
Jeopardy will be played this
year at 6 p.m. on Sunday. Teams
will have from 4:30 to 5:30 to call
in their four letter se~ret code
word. This is the time to really
gain those poinls (or blow the
whole game)..
Phone answerers are needed
but no marathoning will be
allowed (unless you want to sort
45's) .
Thirty-eight year old Perfect
Master Pope Pontius Page Y4 has
decreed that putrid green StaQk
Ola tee shirts be promulgated
publicly and they are available
during Chinese banking hours
throughout the contest for $2.50.
Finally, remember Stan Cola,
the world's only tuna-flavored
soft drink, is still TRIVIA's
sponsor. This year the folks from
Stank Ola have come up with an
even greater supply of the deep
sea delight (it's hard to get rid of)
in those easy no-pour bottles, and
the brine will flow at WLFM.
Stan Cola is sold in the furniture polish section of your
favorite store and remember, if
you don't drink it, it'll stunt you,r
growth .
\

t·t::
.•
}>,0~~·
~':'1.\dancefi'im ..... / .. ·, .
t

~

for all ~1;1diences,
.~n exc1t1ng,
,:'itit¢1tigeritly
.•· ~ :
,,.conceived ·
~::.'.~ tacle. This
. 1s.as much a
,:·<lramatic film · .\ .
as a ballet film."·.,. ··-·
New York r,rt,t'>!i

« '.' ·
Stansbury TJt•Crll.

Feb: 25 & 26 !!t 2 & 8 p.m. .
· Feb. 29 at 2 p.m.
Tickets a~bll! ~~
Uniwnfty Box 0
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Computer Cen~er.crushes bugs : everything going very smoothly ·
by Lynn Brackenridge

.
later than ~he .had asked for
Aceording to !\'Iichael Hall,
them. .
.
.
director of computer services at Calvin _ Stoney, director of
Lawregce, this motto, (Murphy 's
d_ev~lop8'.ent, has ~ad ~n exLaw) is the rule of'thumb at the
tensive histo~y w~rkmg with the
computer' center. "However,"
computer .. His office h~~dles all
Hall added with a grin, "Murphy
address lists for. m;:i_1lmg P:1rwas an optimist."
poses , and the gift_ 11st, which
But things at lhe Computer
mc)udes. all t_he gifts to the
Center, -according to its _ adUmvers1ty, -~heir _donors, and the
ministrative users, do not look so
da~e of the gift. His progran:is are
dim . · All agree that since tqe
now all on the 360. He attributes_
transfer .of their programs from
the present success of the
the rather out-dated 1620 com-, computer center . to Shelley
· puter on campus to the relatively
Foster, . progran:imer_-system
new 360 at the Institute oCPaper
analyst m the Umvers1ty com- Chemistry, things are looking"up.
puter, center , _and also. to the
Donald Rosenthal , registrar ,
U~e~s . Committee. This comsaid, " Everything is going very
m!tt.ee 1s _made up of all the adsmoothly , " He added that
mm1strat1ve us~rs plus Fost~r
although there had been certain
and m~ets t~ decide when certain
problems in the past everything
programs will be r~n . Lawrence
is 'now fine . Rosenthal added , 1s allotted a certain amount of.
"you ' expect to have certain
tif!l~ on the 360, an? a.1,I . adproblems with the computer."
m1n1~tr?,t ors spht this
timeThis seems to be a universal
sharmg between themselves.
max'lm.
The committee has been very
Weston Evans, supervisor of successful , Stoney added . " We
students accounts said that all
now. have most of the bugs
his major problem; are also over . worked out. '.'
.
,.
He takes · care of student acHall explained the s1tuat1on 111
counts , maintenance , and
the IPC . Lawrence has forty hours
anything · that gets ch<!_rged or a week on the 360, from 4-8 am
credited. He mentioned one of the
and from 5: 30,7 :30 (?m. At these
major problems in the past,
times! ~ruce Grodmk, operator. which came when a bug went administrator . systemsundetected in a computer .computer, and certain -Lawrence
program . The program became students ~un a~~igned programs .
so garbled that it was rejecting
Hall said ,
When all t~e.
student I. D. numbers and had to
orogram_s are on the 3~. we will
be completely scrapped.
~ave a. tight ~chedule. f!e, too,
Jane Shaw, secretary in the 1s .conf1dent m the Users Comoffice of public relations, said m1ttee to take care ~f the m~ny
that "the problem is in setting ·up problems. As far as l!me-sharmg
the program." Shaw has sets of is concerned , HalJ noted the
labels done by the computer ~m?unt of co-operati~n Lawren~e
center. Her one . problem in the 1~ g1v~n by th_e IPC. L?,wrenc~ s
past was receiving the labels time _is promised to us, he said.
"If it can )lappen. it will ."

,,,,
I

·Bo, FISH SHOP

·
Even if an IPC is on the-computer
when the Lawrence people· come
to run the programs , Lawrence
has priority. Hall jokingly added ,
"It is usually a matter of give and
take; they give, we take ." Part of
the IPC's co-operation may be
due to the fact that ·John Church ,
director of computer services
was one of the first computer

manage.r s at Lawrence in 1964.
Hall said that the two centers
have always been on good terms .
· Hall also remarked on the
· rising student interest in the
Computer Center. He said that in
1975-76 " between four and five
hundred students at Lawrenc·e
will
make
some
direct
educationaluseofthecomputers."

He added , " Within two more
years , half the students will have
made use of the computers."
All in all , things definitely seem
better as far as admini strative
use of the computer is con cerned .
Despite nearly everyon e 's
contention that "they need more
people over there," the Computer
Center is holding its own .

, GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 milHon dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships. grants, aids, fellow ships, loans. work -stud y programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer jo b opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or twq~year colleges, graduate schools. a nd postgraduate study or research; furided' ~n nation a l, regional, and loca l
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundation s, corporations, trade unions, professional association s, fraternal organization s,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students. both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
·Please rush me _ _ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EI?UCATION at $5 .95 plus 50c for , postage and handling for each c9py .
.
I am enclosing$ _ __ _____ (check or money order).
Name _ __ _ _ __ _ __ ____ _ _ _ __ _ ____ __ _ __ _ _ _
Adddress _ _ _..:__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _-:--_ _ __ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _

City _ _ __ _ _~
© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

Quiet Atmosphere, Excellent Dining.
· All at a Reasonable Price.
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Vikings . b-ball on road this weekend
The Vikings will have to battle
travel fatigue as well · as tw(_)
tough opponents this w_eekend _as
they travel to Northfield, Mmnesota, today for - a game with
Carleton College and then on to
Grinnell Iowa, tomorrow for a
contest 'with the Pioneers of
Grinnell College.
Lawrence is coming off a
disappointing weekend in wh!ch
the Vikes dropped gam~s by wide
margins to Cornell and Coe
Colleges on the road. The Vikes
had trouble stopping the big men
for both teams, as Cornell's Dick
Grant and Barry Hopkins each
dropped in 26 points and combined for 33 rebounds. Coe's
conference-leading · scorer Len
Cooper threw in 27, while

teammate-Henry Bruce added 23.
The Vikings were led -by cocaptain Doug Fyfe who t.ossed in
16 points in each game, three
points beneath his average. Fyfe
now ranks fifth in the · Midwest
Conf~rence scoring race with an
18.8 average. Also ranked in th~
top . fifteen scorers is Lawrence
forward Peter Hachmeister with
a 14.2 average, good for 13th
place. Hachmeister scored 27
points over the weekend.
Carleton, which grabbed -an
overtime victory from the Vikes
earlier in the season, is. currently
in fourth place in the Midwest
Conference with a 5-4 mark .
Lawrence is 2-8 in conference
play and 6-8 ,overall. The Carls
· are l~d by Frank - -Gomez and

Steve Asp, who are tied for 11th in
the M<? scoring race, averaging
14.5 pomts·per game. The duo has
been tied for three consecutive _
weeks. · Garleton has the fourth
best defense in the league, giving
up only 70.4 points per game
while scoring oaj)!.. 67.4. LU has
averaged _74.2 points offensively,
but has given up 82.7 points per
game.
,,The_ Vikes topped Grinnell
earlier in the season 78-75 at
home, . and . the Pioneers .
currently 4-6 in Conference play'
will be out ~or revenge. The pig
gun for Grmnell is conference
number two scorer !John Gafgh
who is averaging more than 20
points a game. He is the. only
Pioneer in the. top 20.

Womens buckets: 5-1 ·.record
Photo by Nancy Gazzola

ANNE "THE ATLAS" Wolfe throws one up.

Swimmers fall .to Carls

The .women's basketball team score of 70-60. The high ·scoring the boards with 17 rebounds.
The traditional rivalry between
is in the midst of their best season game was a hard-fought match
yet with a record of 5-1. Their with Lawrence trailing at the ·half Lawrence.ana Ripon, spurred ·on .
fifth win came Friday night in a by a basket. The score fluctuated by enthusiastic spec~t<;>rs, made
conference game against Marian throughout the second ,half, but for an exciting game. The
College. Lawrence used a well with three minutes remaining, . Vikings .:were really up for it and
balanced offense to defeat Lawrence was beaten by.Ripon's play~ their toughest game of the
Marian. It was the first game of full .court press. The offensive season. Coach Gallus· is pleased
the season for the visitors. The battle was -led by Nancy Craven with the performance . ~of the
Vikings held a 29-14 half-time with 23 points, Anne Wolfe with women cagers, and is ready to bit
lead and went on· to win with a '16, and Maggie ·young -with 10. the road for . tomorrow's game
score of · 43-36. Defensive · Lawrence· outrebounded Ripon, against Maranatha and - Monrecognition wenl to Marian 34-24, inspite of Ripon's height , day's doubleheader varsity and
Magee for her hustle and Laurie advantage. Craven dominated J .V. games against St. Norbert's.
Sievert for her 8 steals.
Lawrence suffered its first loss
against Ripon in Thursday
night's.battle which ended with a

by Randy Colton
with Oshkosh will begin at 4 pm
The Viking mermen met at the Lawrence pool in
Carleton and Carleton met Ripon Alexander Gymnastum.
in a double dual meet in the
Redmen's pool last weekend . The
I
Carls proved to be extremely
tough adversaries and defeated
LU by a score of 71-32. Carleton
. went on to defeat Ripon as well to
stake themselves as strong
contenders to take the league title
in the upcoming Midwest Conference meet to be held in the
Appleton Badger Pool (Appleton
Senior Jeff BallO\ye and Junior Doug Biegert pulled off an
West ) on 5-6 March .
upset of ~?r.ts last Friday January 30 at the FQx Cities Racquet
A. number of Lawrentians
Club facil1lies. They defeated Professors Allen ,West ·and Steve
turned in new marks. Paul
Arnold in three sets, 6-2, 1-6, 7-6 in the finals of the intramural
Morrison churned to a freshman
doubles tennis tournament.
. :
record in the 200 back, 2: 15.1;
· I_t was a truly classic match with the winners playing well
John Davis went 53.1 in the 100
the first set, the losers playing well the second, set and both
free ; Randy Colton turned in a
teams playing well the·third set. West cited Jeff Ball~we for his
1:06 fly leg in the 400 medley
exceptional, mistake-free plaY. in the third set.
relay ; Loveland did a 27.6 50
free ; and Ashby copped 64.50
points in the first round of diving.
First places were scored by:
Davis in the 50 free , 24.2; Scully
Although there are two feet of ~snow on the ground, the
in both rounds of diving, 136.50and
Lawrence University track team will open its season this
!84 .05points; Davis' lOOfree; and
weekend, indoors, as .it travels to Kenosha Saturday to parMorrison's 200 back . Other than
ticipate in the University of Wisconsin-Parkside Invitational.
the relays , the only second was
The Vikes have been practicing for only a short time, and
Ashby in diving . Thirds were :
the meet is ge_n erally considered a warm-up for the team"which
Burn's 200 free ; Meyer's 200 IM
is coached by Gene Davis. He is assisted by Ade Dillon, Bob
and 500 free ; and Loveland 's 200
Kastner, and Doug Gilbert. Gilbert will take the · team to
breast.
Parkside because Davis will be involved in a swimming meet.
Tomorrow the Vikes travel to
Lawrence will participate in approximately five indoor
Beloit for a dual meet with Beloit
meets before opening the outdoor seas_on· in April.
College, and on Thursday Feb. 12,
Lawrence will
face
the
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh,
beginning a string of four consecutive home· dual meets which ·
will lead up to the MC meet
Jerry Goodbody and Geoff Meader turned in clutch perhosted by the Vikings . The meet
formances over the weekend to spur the LU hockey team to a
brace of wins . Goodbody recorded 16 saves to spur the Vikes to
an 8-0 trouncing of Ripon. The Redmen were no ·match for the
Vikes and were never really tn the contest played last Friday
Come See
night.
Bob, Glen, and Joe
Meader's goal with 23 seconds left in the game against UWM
At The New
last Saturday night gave LU a sweep of their weekend series and
leaves them with 3-1 record. Hisshotfrom the right side beat the
Panther goalie to give the Vikes a 4-3 win. ·
·
The hockey team wil). take the weekend off, but will return to-.
action Monday in 11, non-conference game at Madison against
Madison area Technical College. The Vjkes will return home to
129 N. Durkee
the Fo~ Citi_es ice Arena ne~t weekend for two games as they ·
at Washington
· entertam Ripon College Friday 13 February and conference
Call For Appointment
leading St. Norbert Sunday 15 February.
'
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_ Anyone interested in _ writing sports stories and
features. The · sports- department desp~raMy needs
people to help in the reporting of intramurals, basketball .
and special features. If interested, please, contact Eari
Patterson at Ext. 636. · .
:
.· _

Profs upset

Track opener

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
739-1805

Fencers win

TnwiB·s
Formerly Bleier ..·

THURSDAY .

SPECIAL

Prime Rib
Serving from 5 :00 p.m.

201 S. Walnut St. -

Appleton ·

The Lawrence University fencing team in only its second
year of competition in the epee, sabre and ~omen's foil events
did well enough to beat two of three opponents Saturday.
' "
LU beat the University of Chicag<_> 15-12, topped MATC 19-17,
but lost to Culver Military Academy 14-13.
. The high scor_e! 'for the Vikings on the day Noah Dickson
with an 8-1 record m foil and 7-2 in epee. ,

Boots Ava.ilable"In: _
.Jan, Drfitwood, Brow·n and ..
Hanci'-Staine~ ~atigo

.Jerry Lyman 'Shoes ~ .Seniice309 W, College Ave., Across from Sears
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RENT·A~CAR. RENT-AiRUCK
Rent A New Ford As Low As:

_$8 PER DAY; ·ge PER MILE .
Call For Special Holiday Rates
For Reservations:
DAVE BRANTMEIER 731-5211

Ev.erything From Pintos to12 pass. Wagons
See: Cher Zimmerman
Your Student Rep. CO-OP

Timers needed

NEEDED: TiI?ers. and personnel to help with the Midwest
Conference Sw1mmmg Meet, hosted by Lawrence on March 5~
Hea~s start at 10:00 lmd·4:00 each day. lriterested? c 11 Co h.
?av1s -at Ext. 210.
.
.
· a
ac
.

'

.. 1-ni_ng & Rent-A-(ar
.
731-5211
~. College Ave. - 2 BIies. E. of 41
Mo"·• Wed., Fri. •t11 9 - Sat. 1-5

